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Figure S1, (a) mean of Terra monthly day TMD-view-time, (b) mean of Terra monthly night TMN-view-time, (d) mean Aqua monthly day AMD-view-time, and (e) mean Aqua monthly night AMN-view-time derived from monthly-view-time during 2003-2010.
Figure S2, Geospatial LST derived from TMD, TMN, AMD, and AMN for January of 2013.

Figure S3, Scatter density plot for (a) mean values of Terra monthly day and night $LST_{(TMD,TMN)}$, (b) mean values of Aqua monthly day and night $LST_{(AMD,AMN)}$, (c) mean values of both Terra and Aqua monthly day and night $LST_{(AMD,AMN,TMD,TMN)}$ against view time. View time from TMN&TMD, AMN&AMD, and TMN&TMD&AMN&AMD were used in (a), (b), and (c) respectively.